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There has been a shift of attention in the AI research where people gradually abandon
traditional statistical models in favor of deep neural architectures. While effective in learning
input-output mappings from two arbitrary distributions, the complex nature of neural models
makes them hard to interpret.
In this thesis, we introduce a more interpretable hierarchical bigram (HiBi) model, which
is extended based on the simple bigram language model. It contains a few components
inspired by theories of human cognition, and has been shown through experiments to be
effective in learning meaningful representation from sequential inputs without any labeling.
We hope that HiBi could be a starting point to develop more complex cognitive models that
are both interpretable and effective for representation learning.
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Taken literally, the term “artificial intelligence” (AI) refers to building intelligence or con-
sciousness by artificial (i.e. not nature) methods. By such a definition, the early appearance
of AI could be found even before the common era. In Greek mythology, Talos was a giant
automaton made of bronze that circled Crete three times daily to protect it from invaders
[1]. There are also numerous occurrences of human-made characters in fiction literature that
are capable of performing intelligent behaviors throughout history.
The dictionary definition of AI is the use of computer to simulate intelligent behaviors
of humans [2], which began in the 1940s and 50s after the invention of the programmable
digital computer. In summer 1956, the field of AI research was officially started during a
workshop at Dartmouth College [3]. Since then, AI has gone through several alternations of
booming and depressing periods.
Half of a century has passed, during which the form of AI gradually evolved. From simple
cognitive programs that a human being is capable of computing by hand, the advancement
of computational resources and the availability of a large amount of data nowadays has led
to large-scale deep neural models that require days to compute even with super powerful
machines [4, 5]. The promising results from modern AI research have attracted public
attention and made many people believe that we are close to building intelligence that can
ultimately replace people [6].
Even though there have been many AI systems that are able to achieve human-level per-
formances under specific task settings (e.g., the ALBERT model [7] was able to achieve
higher scores than human annotators on the Stanford Question Answering Dataset dataset
[8]), we have yet to know whether those models truly have the cognitive capacity as hu-
mans do. Indeed, while the deep neural models are flexible and powerful at learning the
input-output mapping between two arbitrary distributions, it is often hard to interpret their
internal structure and to explain what they have learned that make them work.
Using a tool without knowing how it works is sometimes acceptable, especially if all we
are interested in is to build a program that does the work. However, the lack of explanation
limits the usefulness of those black-box machine learning models. Hence, the ultimate goal
of studying AI is to continue pursuing the long-standing dream of building a model that
resembles human minds, with the ability to learn, interact, and respond as we do. In this
case, it would perhaps be necessary to understand the mechanics within the models, compare
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them with the cognitive theory of human minds, and discover the missing pieces that could
bridge the two.
Motivated by this idea, we design the Hierarchical Bigram (HiBi) model, which is devel-
oped based on the traditional, statistical language model, and is extended to incorporate
several key components inspired by research finding in the field of cognitive science. The
goal of our work is to provide an interpretable algorithm for discovering implicit hierarchical
structure from sequential data without supervision.
As a pioneer of AI research and a renowned cognitive scientist, Herbert Simon once criticize
a “predicament” (as he called it) in psychology research that people often propose a new
micro-theory to explain observations in each special experimental paradigm [9], and as he
wrote:
“There exists a basic repertory of mechanisms and processes that Thinking Man
uses in all the domains in which he exhibits intelligent behavior.”
We also see a similar trend in modern AI research, where distinct architectures are often
used to tackle different variants of similar tasks. Therefore, it is our hope that the HiBi
model we introduce here will be part of the “basic repertory” and the outputs could be
reused by various kinds of downstream tasks.
1.2 OUTLINE
In Chapter 2, we will briefly introduce the n-grams language model, which is the foundation
of our HiBi model. We will discuss a few prior works in Chapter 3, which were originally
developed for different kinds of tasks, yet are related to our core idea. We will outline the
similarities and differences between our work and theirs and explain what makes HiBi novel.
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 are the central parts of the thesis, where we introduce the HiBi
architecture and provide analysis on the experiment results. In Chapter 4, we will first
outline the high-level flow of the model, then provide a detailed explanation for each of the
internal components. For some components, there are a few possible implementations to
choose from, as we will discuss in the context.
In Chapter 5, we will run our HiBi model on several publicly available datasets and provide
the experiment results as references. We will provide interpretations for the model’s output
and perform analysis on the model’s internal parameters after training it on unsegmented
corpora.
We will then discuss the capacity and limitation of our model in Chapter 6 and draw a few
analogies between our computational algorithm and theories of human minds. After that,
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we will suggest a few future directions that could potentially cover some of the drawbacks
of the current version of HiBi.
Finally, we will conclude in Chapter 7 and revisit some of the key ideas that are mentioned
earlier in the passage. We hope that as a simple model that has some properties cognitive




In this chapter, we will first introduce the n-gram language models, which are the basis
on which our HiBi model developed. We will discuss the reason we chose bigrams, which is
a special case of n-gram where n = 2, as the basic unit at each level of our model.
2.1 N-GRAM LANGUAGE MODELS
A language model L is a function such that, when given a sentence with length m, com-
putes the probability P (w1, . . . , wm) of observing the sequence of words.
However, because a sentence can be arbitrarily long, in most cases, the possibility of
observing any long sentence exactly as is in the corpus is close to zero, making the joint
distribution over the entire sequence of words unsuitable for modeling natural language.
To relax the constraints, the n-gram language models were proposed, which assume that
the probability distribution of observing each word in a sequence depends only on the n− 1
words prior to it [10]. Therefore, the probability distribution of observing an entire sequence
could be written as
P (w1, . . . , wm) =
m∏
i=1
P (wi | wi−n+1, . . . , wi−1) (2.1)
where
P (wi | wi−n+1, . . . , wi−1) =
#(wi | wi−n+1, . . . , wi)
#(wi | wi−n+1, . . . , wi−1)
(2.2)
A few commonly used variants of n-gram language models include unigram, bigram, and
trigram models, where n = 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
As n increases, the model captures more contextual information, but the chances of en-
countering unknown n-gram also increase. On the other hand, smaller n, such as in unigram
and bigram models, assumes too much independence and is bad at capturing long term
dependencies.
Because higher n usually provides us with more meaningful results, people often choose
a higher number for n whenever possible, and back off to smaller n when rare n-grams are
encountered [11], that is, to approximate the n-gram distribution by:
Pbo(wn | w1 . . . wn−1) ≈
P ∗(wn | w1 . . . wn−1) if #(w1 . . . wn−1) > kαw1...wn−1 · Pbo(wn | w2 . . . wn−1) otherwise (2.3)
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Another way to approximate the n-gram distribution is to take an interpolation of smaller
n-grams:
P (wn | w1w2 . . . wn−1) ≈
n∑
i=1
λiP (wn | wi . . . wn−1) (2.4)
where
∑
i λi = 1.
2.2 FROM FLAT BIGRAM TO BIGRAM HIERARCHY
Our HiBi model is designed to avoid the issue of computing the joint distribution while
capturing dependencies across a relatively wide window, which is done by iteratively merging
qualified bigrams into units and allowing them to be used as the elementary unit of bigrams
for next iteration.
For the sake of clarity, we will use the term “token” to refer to an elementary unit at each
iteration, which could either be the basic level inputs (e.g., a single character or word) or a
bigram that was merged during the previous iteration, as illustrated in Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: An illustration of the hierarchical bigram concept. At each iteration,
the HiBi model parses the sequence and decides which of the bigrams should
be merged. In the future iterations, the merged bigrams themselves would be-
come candidates to form bigrams at the higher level, thereby constructing the
“hierarchy.”
Notice that only adjacent tokens are merged at each iteration. Since for each token ti, we
only consider ti−1 when we parse the sentences and perform the merging process, we consider
this model as a hierarchical bigram model.
By iteratively constructing higher-level bigrams from meaningful units, our model effec-
tively expands the context window when computing the distribution for the next token and
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have the same benefit of a longer n-gram. At the same time, because we merge only the
high-score candidates that frequently appear together in the corpus, we avoid the potential
issue of encountering rare n-grams.
In addition, the use of bigrams aligns well with the dependency grammar theory of lan-
guages, where sentences are also represented in tree structure [12]. Each level of the tree
corresponds to a head-modifier dependency between words, which is a binary relationship
in most cases. This motivates us to use only binary relations, which can still be powerful
building blocks.
Another thing that is worth mentioning is that our HiBi architecture is unsupervised and
requires no human labeling at all. The score of bigrams is determined purely by statistics of
the tokens. Once new tokens are formed, they will be added to the same vocabulary as the
tokens at the lower level.
From the model’s perspective, there is no distinction between tokens at different levels.
There is no weight assignment that encourage the model to use tokens at the higher level
over those below them: we believe that, if a learned token represents a meaningful piece of
information, then it should be a good predictor of the token adjacent to it. Therefore, any
meaningful tokens should be naturally reused during sentence parsing and should be more
likely to take part to form a higher-level token.
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CHAPTER 3: RELATED WORKS
In this chapter, we will review a few models in other domains that are relevant to our work
and explore their strengths and limitations, especially as models of the cognitive process.
Notice that some of the models mentioned in this chapter are not designed to be cognitive
models, and we do not mean to criticize them for lack of such an aspect. We are merely trying
to examine the literature to what is yet to be done in building a model with interpretable
intelligence backed by theories of minds.
3.1 HIDDEN MARKOV MODEL
The hidden Markov model (HMM) is a type of Markov chain that allows us to model
the probability of unobserved events based on observations. A first-order HMM has chain-
structure hidden states similar to a bigram model, as shown in Figure 3.1.
Bigram Language Model
Hidden Markov Model
Figure 3.1: A comparison between a bigram language model and a first-order
hidden Markov model, where the shaded nodes denote the observations.
In HMM, the probability distribution of a sentence is modeled by the joint probability over
the hidden states and the emission probability from states to the observations. In natural
language processing (NLP), HMM is often used for part-of-speech (POS) tagging, where
each of the hidden states corresponds to a POS of the specific word that it links to.
If a corpus with POS labeling is available, then we could estimate the parameters for
HMM just by counting the frequencies of word-POS pairs. Otherwise, we have to rely on
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the forward-backward algorithm to iteratively estimate the parameters [13].
Given a trained HMM and a sentence, we could efficiently find the sequence of POS tagging
that maximize the probability of observing the sentence by using the Viterbi algorithm, which
uses dynamic programming to store intermediate values to avoid repeat computation [14].
As we will discuss in Chapter 4, the Viterbi algorithm could also help us determine the
sequence of tokens that lead to the optimal path during sentence segmentation.
A problem with the first-order hidden Markov model is that, similar to a bigram model,
it assumes too much independence and is bad for capturing long term dependency. In
addition, the number of possible hidden states has to be chosen in advance. A smaller
number of states allow for better estimation of transition probabilities, yet having too few
states could essentially convert the HMM into bag-of-words models. On the other hand,
choosing a large number of hidden states could make the transition probability sparse. In
the most extreme case where there is a one-to-one mapping between a hidden state and a
word in the vocabulary, the HMM becomes equivalent to a bigram language model.
There are a few variants of the flat HMM, including the hierarchical hidden Markov model
(HHMM), in which each state within the model could be another HHMM [15].
Figure 3.2: An illustration of the hierarchical hidden Markov model
Similar to a fully connected HMM, the HHMM enforces more constraints than the first-
order HMM by not allowing arbitrary state transitions. At the same time, HHMM is more
data-efficient than a fully connected HMM by making hierarchical assumptions on the se-
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quence, as shown in Figure 3.2.
3.2 ELEMENTARY PERCEIVER AND MEMORIZER
The Elementary Perceiver and Memorizer (EPAM) was first introduced in [16] and was
followed up by several revisions [17] as a model to simulate human route verbal learning. It
was formulated with the following assumptions [18]:
1. The inputs are processed serially (rather than in parallel);
2. The system process the inputs in chunks, which is the largest component that the
system is familiar with;
3. It takes time for a system to fixate on each chunk;
4. The system should be capable of holding memories of a few chunks temporarily;






Figure 3.3: Illustration of a typical EPAM discrimination net, where T denotes
the nodes that perform the discriminating test and I denotes the terminals with
images associate with them.
As shown in Figure 3.3, a typical EPAM discrimination net has a structure similar to a
decision tree. Every time the EPAM model perceives a new input, it recognizes the input
through the discriminating testing nodes until it reaches a terminal. Then, it compares the
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difference between the image stored in the terminal with the inputs. A new discrimination
node will be created to test the difference between the two, and the input, as well as the
retrieved image, will be attached under the new testing node.
Our HiBi model is formulated under the similar assumptions as of the EPAM model, in
that we also believe that a “chunk” (which is referred to as a token in our setting) is the
elementary unit for processing. Our model also holds the memory of the previously seen
chunk temporarily, even though in our case, only the last token is remembered when deciding
the next token.
The difference between the EPAM model and our HiBi is that, in EPAM, the inputs are
first remembered as a whole. As the model encounters more examples, it gradually breaks
down the entire image into smaller features. We shall refer to this as the top-down approach.
On the other hand, hour HiBi is a bottom-up approach, in which we iteratively grouping
the elementary features together to form higher-level concepts.
The top-down approach has its benefits since in general, only a few examples of each
class are required in order for it to learn the discriminations. However, for the same reason,
it is more likely to be biased by unrepresentative features from the samples it has seen.
On the other hand, the bottom-up approach requires more data to start with, but the
features extracted are more likely to be statistically meaningful. As in humans’ cognitive
process, studies have suggested that both top-down and bottom-up mechanisms took place
and interact with each other to process the incoming stimulus [19].
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CHAPTER 4: HIBI, THE HIERARCHICAL BIGRAM MODEL
In this chapter, we are going to introduce the HiBi model, namely, an unsupervised
Hierarchical Bigram model for learning tree-structure concepts from sequential inputs. The
formulation of the model is written with the assumption that the inputs are natural lan-
guage sentences, in which case the learned structural information would correspond to the
lexical relationship between tokens. However, the model could also be easily extended to
learn latent structures from any sequential data. The model is unsupervised, which means
that the extraction of the structure relies purely on the statistical distribution of the data
and no human annotation is necessary.
In Section 4.1, we will first give an overview of the HiBi model (Figure 4.1), introduce
the few important components that the model consists of, and describe the algorithm for
training HiBi. In Sections 4.2 to Section 4.5, we will dive into the individual component
and discuss different implementations for each of them. In Chapter 5, we will evaluate the

















A HiBi model m consists of a set of learned parameters Θ as well as procedures T , U , A,
and F that read from and update Θ as they handle the inputs. In the simplest version, Θ is
responsible for maintaining the frequency of the bigrams that have encountered so far as well
as a set of vocabulary V of learned tokens. We will discuss the meaning of the components
in the later sections; but before that, the high-level ideas for each of the components are as
follows:
• T (tokenizer): segments a sequence s of raw input in desired granularity (e.g., character-
level, word-level, etc.) into a list of tokens [t1, . . . , tn], where ti ∈ V .
• U (updater): updates the frequencies of the bigrams (ta, tb) stored in Θ based on a set
of segmented sequences.
• A (assimilator): merges qualifying bigrams (ta, tb) to form a new token tnew = tatb and
add it to V .
• F (forgetter): prunes the vocabulary V to remove rarely used tokens.
For simplicity, let (ta, tb) denotes a bigram pair such that ta appears before tb in the raw
text. Let #(ta, tb) denotes the number of times that the model observes (ta, tb) from the
input.
Given a corpus C consisting of sentences that have been pre-processed to the chosen
granularity, the model will process the inputs and update the internal parameters using the
following iterative algorithm (which is also illustrated in Figure 4.1):
1. Initialize a HiBi model m with an empty vocabulary.
2. Divide the corpus C into M batches, where M is a user-provided parameter.
3. For each Ci ⊆ C where i := 1, . . . ,M
(a) Segment each raw sentence s in the batch Ci into a set of tokenized sequences,
S := {T (s; Θ) | s ∈ Ci}
(b) Update the parameters from the tokenized sequences S and stores them as tem-
porary results, Θ′ := U(S; Θ)
(c) Using the updated parameters Θ′, choose a subset of qualifying bigrams (ta, tb)
to form new tokens tnew = tatb and replace the original occurrences with the
new tokens, S ′ := {A(s; Θ′) | s ∈ S} The new tokens and their original bigram
structures should also be added to the vocabulary in this process.
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(d) Adjust the parameters based on the refined segmentations and update the model
Θ := U(S ′; Θ).
(e) Prune the vocabulary to keep the top L tokens that are most recently used.
At the end of the procedure, we will obtain a model with parameters Θ = (V,#) where
V gives us a list of learned tokens and # counts the frequencies of the bigrams consisting of
the tokens in V .
In short, the model keeps grouping adjacent tokens that it is confident of treating as units,
replace them in the original context, and continue the process iteratively. Since the newly
formed tokens can also be part of a bigram in the next iteration, this algorithm allows us
to learn a “bigram hierarchy,” where the top levels correspond to phrases and lower levels
correspond to words and morphemes.
In the following sections, we will discuss how each of the components should work and
propose a few implementations. However, the components can also be replaced by any other
existing models, as long as they follow the same input and output formats.
4.2 TOKENIZATION (T )
At this step, we are given a batch of raw sentences Ci and the current model parameter
Θ = (V,#), where V is the vocabulary of known tokens and # provides the frequency of
the bigrams we have seen so far. Depending on the tasks, the basic unit of a sentence could
either be characters, words, or even phrases. The goal for the tokenizer T is to utilize the
learned parameters to segment the sentences into sequences of tokens.
Before going over the possible implementations of T , we shall note that, given the count
of bigrams #, we could compute the following probability distributions:







if we use #(ta) to denote
∑
t∈V #(ta, t), which gives us the term frequency of ta.
1

















t∈V #(ta, t) only compute the number of times ta appears before another token,
so using this to replace term frequency can be problematic for tokens that usually appears at the end of
sentences (e.g., punctuations). We could avoid the problem by appending a special end-of-sentence symbol
after each sentence.
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where N is the total number of tokens the model has encountered so far.
Because the tokens in the vocabulary have different lengths and some of them could be
substrings of the others, in general, there will be more than one way to parse a sentence.
Ideally, the model should choose the path to maximize its heuristic function.
4.2.1 Greedy Tokenizer
Given a sentence s = [s1, s2, . . . , sl], where l is the length of the sentence, a greedy tokenizer
selects the next token t by maximizing the probability of observing t given the last token.
Let <s> and </s> denotes the special symbols used to mark the beginning and the end
of sentences (which are not presented in the raw sentences). The greedy tokenizer run as
follows:
1. Initialize r := [<s>] to hold the list of segmented tokens (i.e., the results).
2. While s 6= [ ]:
(a) Initialize c := ∅ to hold a set of candidates
(b) For t ∈ V :
i. If s[ : |t| ] = t (i.e., prefix of s exactly matches t):
A. Add t to the set of candidates c
(c) If c 6= ∅ and #(r[−1], t) > 0 for any t ∈ c:
i. Choose the next token by maximizing the bigram probability t := argmaxt∈c P (t |
r[−1])
(d) Else, if c 6= ∅, which means no transition from previous token to any of the
candidate has been observed so far:
i. Use the fall back option to select the next token t to maximize unigram
probability t := argmaxt∈c P (t)
(e) If c = ∅, meaning that the next basic unit of the s has never been encountered:
i. Set t := s[0] and add t to V .
(f) Append t to the end of tokenized sequence r
(g) Updates s by removing the parsed prefix, s := s[ |t| : ]
At the end of the algorithm, we should obtain a segmented sequence r = [t1, t2, . . . , tk]
where k ≤ l. Any unknown unit encountered during the process will also be added to the
vocabulary.
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The transition probability that is used in step 2(c) could be replaced by other scoring










In terms of computational complexity, the most expensive part of the algorithm is on
2(b), where the model loops over the entire vocabulary and checks the prefix. This could be
optimized by storing the vocabulary in a prefix tree (i.e., a trie), which allows us to quickly
retrieve all entries with a given prefix [21]. In fact, humans’ mental lexicon might have a
similar internal structure as a prefix tree, as it has been shown by psychological research
that people are better at recalling words that start with a certain letter than words that
have the letter in their third position [22].
4.2.2 Beam Search with Viterbi Algorithm
The greedy approach provides a simple and straightforward solution that can be quickly
implemented. However, a problem with the greedy approach is that it does not account for
the transition probability of future bigrams: a token that is optimal at the current might
lead us to a dead-end and there is no way to go back.
If we think about how humans process the sentences while reading, it is likely that we are
using a somewhat greedy approach. We segment a sentence whenever possible before reach-
ing the end of it [23]. This also explains why people often interpret garden-path sentences
incorrectly at first and have to correct ourselves later, which could happen when we read
the following sentence [24]:
“The horse raced past the barn fell.”
To allow the model to consider more than one paths at a time when segmenting the
sentences, we could expand the number of candidates that the HiBi chooses at each step. In
order to guarantee that we could find the segmentation that maximize the joint probability of




P (t1 | <s>)P (t2 | t1) · · ·P (tk | tk−1) (4.5)
which could required O(|V |l) computations in the wrost case and can be extremely expensive
when V is large.
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Since in bigram language model, the probability distribution of the suffixes depends only
on the last state of the prefix, we could optimize Equation 4.5 using Viterbi algorithm,
where, among all the paths that end with the same states, only the one with the highest
score will be kept [14]. In addition, because humans’ computational capacity is limited and
we hardly ever consider all paths when we read sentences (yet we are able to comprehend
most sentences well), instead of considering all possible paths, we could keep the top w paths
that end with each state, effectively doing a beam search with width w [25]. An illustration
of the Viterbi algorithm with a beam width of 3 is shown in Figure 4.2.
Original sentence
<s> </s>
Figure 4.2: Illustration of the internal states of the Viterbi algorithm for sentence
segmentation with a beam width of 3. The gray boxes denote states that have
been pruned due to low score and the orange boxes denote the optimal path.
Notice here that the beam width is applied when comparing states end with the
same suffix, as highlighted by the dashed box.
Given a sentence s = [s1, s2, . . . , sl], the Viterbi algorithm with beam width of k proceeds
as follows:
1. Initialize T as a array with length l + 1, where all entry of T are empty arrays.
2. Insert the <s>symbol as the start point of all paths T [0] := (<s>, 0,−1), where the
second and third entry corresponds to the score and the index of the source path (use
−1 to denote the head of the path)
3. For i := 1 . . . l:
(a) Prune the table to consider only the top k states ending with s[i − 1], states :=
prune(T [i− 1], k)
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(b) Computes the set of tokens t ∈ V that matches the prefix of the untokenized
sequence, c := {t | t = s[ i : i+ |t| ]}
(c) For each state pj ∈ states:
i. For each token t′ ∈ c:
A. Computes the next stage next := (t′, pj.score+ logP (t
′, pj.token), j)
B. If T [i+ |t′|] already has an entry e for t′:
• Replace the entry if e.score < next.score
C. Else:
• Append next to T [i+ |t′|]
4. Prune the final states, f := prune(T [l − 1], k)
5. Initialize r := [</s>], loc := l − 1
6. Select the state that gives the highest score (after adding the transition probability
from the last token to </s>), prev := argmaxj f [j].score+ logP (</s> | f [j].token)
7. While prev 6= −1:
(a) Append T [loc][prev].token to the end of r
(b) Updates prev := T [loc][prev].from and loc := loc− |T [loc][prev].token|
8. Flip r from front to back and return it as the segmentation.
4.3 PARAMETER UPDATES (U)
Given a segmented corpus S, the updater module counts the frequencies of the bigrams
that appear in it and update the counts in Θ in addition to the existing values. Because
we have added the <s> and </s> symbol at the beginning and the end of each segmented
sentence, we are guarantee that #(t) =
∑
t′∈V #(t, t
′) > 0 for all t that appears in the
corpus.
Another thing that is worth mentioning is that the updater is used twice in each iteration
of the learning algorithm: once with the coarse segmentation corpus, and once with the
refined segmentation corpus (which will be generated after merging qualified bigrams). In
terms of implementation, there is no difference between the two, except that the updated
parameters returns by the former procedure is only temporary and will be erased before the
end of an iteration.
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4.3.1 Memory Consolidation
As an optional step to increase the efficiency of the model as well as allowing the model
to gradually adjust to the shift of token distribution, we could consolidate term frequencies
that HiBi has accumulated so far into probabilities and reset the count to zeros. In this
way, we avoid the problem of ever-increasing counts, which could overflow if the size of our
corpus is huge enough.
Given a memory consolidation parameter α ∈ [0, 1] that controls the weight of information
from previous iteration, the memory consolidation process simply go as follows:




where Pi and Pi−1 corresponds to the joint probability distributions of the bigrams for ith
and (i − 1)th iteration, respectively. A similar equation could be derived for the unigram
probabilities and the conditional probabilities, where the updated distribution of each iter-
ation is just a linear interpolation of previous iteration and the value calculated from the
term frequencies of current iteration.
4.4 FORMATION OF NEW CONCEPTS (A)
The assimilator A is perhaps the most important component in the entire HiBi model.
Given a segmented corpus S and a model m with parameter Θ, the assimilator is in charge
of forming new tokens tnew by joining qualified bigrams (ta, tb) where ta, tb ∈ V .
The motivation behind such a mechanism is that, if ta and tb often occur together, then it
is likely that tatb should be treated as an elementary unit. It is also inspired by the Hebbian
theory on synaptic plasticity [26], that “neurons wire together if they fire together” [27].
Figure 4.3 illustrate the overall idea of the assimilator component. One thing to notice
here is that the HiBi model only tries to merge bigrams at the level of the segmentation, and
the merged tokens will not be part of another token until the next iteration. That is, given
a segmented sequence s with length l, the refined segmentation s′ returns by the assimilator
would have length l/2 ≤ |s′| ≤ l.
Given a scoring function a(ta, tb) ∈ R that takes in two tokens ta, tb ∈ V and returns a
score, which should be proportional to the likelihood that they should be merged as a unit,
and a threshold β ∈ R controlling the minimum score that is required in order for the bigram
to be considered as qualified, the assimilator A works as follows:




Raw segmentation Refined segmentation
… … …
Figure 4.3: The expected inputs and outputs of the assimilator component A. In
the first row, the assimilator replaced qualified bigrams consist of the elementary
tokens with the newly formed units. The second row (which corresponds to a
future iteration) shows that the learned units themselves could be part of bigrams
and could be merged to form higher-level units.
(a) Computes the score between every pair of bigrams in s, scores := [ a(ti, ti+1) |
i = 1, . . . , |s| ]
(b) While there exists any entry x in scores such that x > β:
i. Select (ti, ti+1) such that i := argmaxi scores[i]
ii. Create a new token tnew = titi+1 and add it to V
iii. Replace the tokens (ti, ti+1) with tnew
iv. Set scores[i], scores[i− 1], and scores[i+ 1] to −∞
2. Returns the refined segmentation with merged bigrams
In other words, for each sentence, the assimilator merges the qualified bigrams from highest
score to lowest score (that still pass the threshold). The reason for this ordering, as well
as the reason that adjacent cells are disabled in step 1(b)iv, is that it is possible to have
a sequence ta, tb, tc where both (ta, tb) and (tb, tc) are qualified bigrams. In this situation,
we would like to choose to merge the pair with a higher score and mark the connection
between the other pair as disqualified, to make sure that the model learns the most salient
information at each iteration.
Some options for the scoring function a include the bigram transition probability or the
normalized pointwise mutual information (NPMI) [28]:
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a(ta, tb) := P (tb | ta) (4.7)




where h(ta, tb) is the joint self-information that could be estimated as − logP (ta, tb). The
NPMI has an advantage over PMI in that the value of NPMI is in the range [−1, 1] so
that it is easier to set a meaningful threshold and to compare the scores across different
bigrams. Other scoring functions that have similar properties could also be used, such as
the significant score proposed by [29] that is calculated based on standard deviation and has
been extensively used in phrase mining.
4.5 A VOCABULARY WITH LIMITED MEMORY (F )
After computing the refined segmentation, the vocabulary of the HiBi model will be aug-
mented to includes the new words it has just learned. Then, the model will perform another
round of parameter updates by going over the refined data. Whenever the model reads a
token, it also moves the token to the top of the vocabulary list. As a result, before the
forgetting step, the HiBi model will have an expanded vocabulary of tokens sorted by last
retrieval time.
The forgetting step is rather straightforward: at the end of each iteration, F will prune
the bottom of the vocabulary to keeps the top k tokens, where k is a user-defined number,
which makes the vocabulary equivalent to a least recently used (LRU) cache [30]. When
a token t is pruned, its term frequency will also be reset. In other words, if after several
iterations, the same term t is added back to the vocabulary, it will be treated as a new token,
and HiBi will start counting its frequency from 0.
There are several reasons that a forgetter F should be employed:
• Without the forgetting mechanism, the size of V will grow at each iteration, which will
increase the computational load significantly, especially during the tokenization step
(as the model has to consider all tokens that match the prefix of a sequence).
• The existence of more tokens in vocabulary also means that there the number of pos-
sible ways to tokenize will increase, which will increase the sparsity of the distribution
and make it harder for the model to assemble new tokens from bigrams. In other
words, it is better to keep a smaller vocabulary of necessary tokens and reuse them
instead of keeping a large number of rarely-used tokens specific to the sequences.
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• In some cases, the model might incorrectly group meaningless bigrams together and
making incorrect associations. Because those tokens are not representative of the
actual distribution of the bigrams, they will likely not be used for tokenization and
will be pruned by the forgetting algorithm. That is, the forgetting algorithm F could
also help to remove incorrect associations from the memory.
• Humans have limited memory and items that have not been rehearsed periodically
will be forgotten [31]. Therefore, as a model that seeks to replicate humans’ cognitive
processes, the forgetting mechanism should also be included.
The reason to employ a forgetting mechanism based on last retrieval time instead of
pruning the tokens with the lowest frequency is that
1. The newly added tokens will have lower counts than tokens that have been known for
a long time, but we definitely do not want to remove them right after we add them to
the vocabulary.
2. Tokens that are at the higher levels (i.e., longer tokens) tend to appear less frequently
than tokens that are at the lower levels, but we still want to keep them, as long as
they are still used from time to time. Ebbinghaus’s forgetting curve actually suggests
repetition as one way to improve the strength of memory [31].
3. Depending on the data, there could be a shift in the distribution of bigrams such that
meaningful tokens that the model encounter during the early stage could be completely
gone during the later stage. Therefore, it would be better to remove tokens that are
not observed for a long period of time to better adapt to the new distribution.
Notice that if memory consolidation mechanism is introduced, in which case the probability
distribution from the previous iteration will be discounted by a factor of α, then the forgetting
mechanism could be simplified as one that removes the tokens with the lowest probability.
Because tokens that are not observed during the current iteration will have discounted
probability, they are more likely to be pruned.
After pruning the vocabulary via F , the algorithm reaches the end of an iteration and the
updated model is ready to process the next batch of the corpus. The new tokens that are
formed by merging elementary tokens will, in turn, become the elementary tokens for the
next iteration. The process will continue iteratively until all inputs have been consumed.
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CHAPTER 5: EXPERIMENTS
In this chapter, we will experiment HiBi on several publicly available datasets and report
the outputs from our model. We will then provide analysis from the learned parameters and
discuss what could we learn from the results.
5.1 DATASETS
Table 5.1 summarize the list of corpora we use for the experiments, all of which are
available for download from the Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) [32]. Among the datasets,
the source texts of Alice and Emma are stories provided by Project Gutenberg [33], which is a
library containing over 60, 000 free eBooks. Brown corresponds to the Brown Corpus, which
contains 500 samples of English texts covering a wide range of topics [34]. The statistics
shown in Table 5.1 were calculated based on NLTK’s sentence and word segmentations.
Dataset Alice Emma Brown
Number of sentences 1703 7752 57340
Number of unique words 2636 7344 49815
Avg. # of words per sentence 20.031 24.830 20.251
Avg. # of characters of per sentence 87.151 117.047 105.856
Table 5.1: Statistics of the corpora used for experiment
During training, we keep the sentence segmentations but discard the word-level ones. In
other words, our HiBi model sees each sentence as a sequence of characters, but there is no
special labeling about word boundaries. We convert all texts into lower cases while keeping
the punctuation marks. As mentioned in Chapter 4, we insert special tokens for <s> and
</s> to simplify probability calculation, but they should not affect the training results. From
the model’s perspective, there is no difference between regular English letters and spaces or
punctuations. We would like to see if our HiBi model is able to successfully learn meaningful
representations from raw texts without human intervention.
The following results are reported from three models trained from each of the corpora
with hyper-parameters listed in Table 5.2. Normalized pointwise mutual information is used
as the scoring function for bigrams across all experiments. After reaching the end of each
corpus, we rewind the inputs and have HiBi parse it again from the beginning. We found
that reviewing the corpus allows HiBi to form higher-level tokens based on the information
it learned during previous iterations. For our experiments, this process is repeated 10 times
for each corpus.
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Dataset Alice Emma Brown
Memory limit 3000 7000 30000
Batch size 100 100 300
Consolidation (α) 0.5 0.5 0.5
Merging threshold (β) 0.3 0.3 0.5
Table 5.2: Hyper-parameters used in experiments.
5.2 SENTENCE SEGMENTATION
Since all sentences are segmented into sequences of tokens before they are processed fur-
ther, we are naturally interested in learning the effectiveness of the segmentation mechanism
of our HiBi model.
Table 5.3 provides a few sample segmentation results from each of the corpora. All seg-
mentation results are obtained using the Viterbi algorithm with a beam width of 3 (which
is the same setting as in the training step).
Brown after| |a| |while| , |we| |became| |aware| |that| |the money| |was| |disappear|ing
|as| |fast| |as| |we| |re|plenished| |it .
however , |she| |really| |does| |not| |know| |how to |match| |the |quantity| of
|dollars| |given| |away| |by| |a| |quality| of |leadership| |that| |is| |bas|ically|
|needed| .
this is| |all| |the more| |remark|able| |because| |the |kir|o|v| |is| to |b|allet| |what|
|senator| |gold|water| |is| to american| |politics| .
Emma she| |had| |many| |acquaintance| |in the| |place| , |for| |her| |father| |was|
|univers|ally| |ci|vil| , but| |not| |one| |among| |them| |who| |could be| |accepted|
|in| |li|e|u| |of| |miss| |ta|ylor| |for| |even| |half| |a| |day .
you| |do| |not| |think| |i| |could| |mean| | you , |or| |suppose| |mr .| |knightley|
|to| |mean| | you | .
Alice would| |the| |fall| |never| |come| |to| |an| |end| !
the| |jury| |all| |wrote| |down| |on| |their| |slates , ’ |she| |doesn| |’ t believe| |there
’ s| |an| |atom| |of| |meaning| |in| |it| |,’| |but| |none of| |them| |at|tempted| |to|
|explain| |the| |pap|er .
Table 5.3: Sample sentence segmentation results. The sentences displayed in the
table are outputs of the HiBi model trained on the corresponding corpus shown
in the left column.
As shown in the table, our HiBi model is able to discover the word boundaries for most of
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the time and even extract some common phrases (e.g., “this is” and “could be”). However,
the model fails on rarer terms and still treat them as individual pieces.
Some interesting things happen with words that contain common affixes and prefixes.
As shown in the sample output, the model decides to parse “disappearing” as “disappear”
and “ing,” and does a similar thing with “remark|able,” “univers|ally,” and “re|plenished.”
This actually coincides with how humans represent the words, and we expect the model to
gradually merge the prefixes and suffixes and treat the words as a whole as it gets familiar
with them.
5.3 TOP TOKENS IN VOCABULARY
Table 5.4 shows a side-by-side comparison between the top 20 tokens (measured by term
frequency) on the Brown corpus. The last column shows the internal structure for each of
the tokens.
Reference Ours Structure
the ‘ ’ ‘ ’
, a a
. s s
of in (i, n)
and , (‘ ,’, ‘ ’)
to . (‘ ’, ‘.’)
a was (w, (a, s))
in the ((t, h), e )
that i i
is that (t, h), (a, t))
was he (h, e)
he it (i, t)
for as (a, s)
“ for (f, (o, r))
” at (a, t)
it you ((y, o), u)
with on (o, n)
as is (i, s)
his be (b, e)
on with (w, ((i, t), h))
Table 5.4: Top 20 words with the highest frequency from the Brown corpus. The
reference data is computed based on word segmentation provided by NLTK.
Since we treat spaces in the same way as other tokens, as a separator, it naturally appears
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the most frequent tokens among all. What is interesting is the amount of overlap between
our learned token frequencies and the reference ones, and it shows that at least for the most
common words, our HiBi model can correctly recognize them from the texts.
5.4 MINING LEXICON RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TOKENS
To discover the lexicon relationship between tokens, we construct the adjacency graph
from the segmented Brown corpus. We use the random walk approach as described in [35],
but instead of taking the average on the paths of different lengths, here we only computing
the scores by taking one step forward and one step backward (and does the same in the
reverse direction). In other words, for a given keyword t, we score the tokens of other tokens
t′ ∈ V by
s(t′ | t) =
∑
u
P (t→ u) · P (t′ ← u) ·
∑
v
P (v ← t) · P (v → t′) (5.1)
where u and v are nodes in the adjacency graph.
Table 5.5 shows the example retrieval results with the keywords given on the top row of
each column, where the retrieved tokens are ranked in descending order. We construct the
graph on Brown corpus segmented by our HiBi model, with the same set of hyper-parameters
as reported earlier. We connect each token to n tokens that appear directly before and after
it, with n = 6 in our sample outputs (we have to use a larger window in this case, because









chapter is increase of something
prior to june i year
Table 5.5: Example of top tokens retrieved by the given keywords.
We will have to confess that, currently, the tokens retrieved by this random walk approach
are still very noisy. This happens because our segmented texts contain tokens of different
granularity. The problem might be resolved by building adjacency graphs of variable window
length based on some scoring measures, but we will leave that to future investigation.
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CHAPTER 6: DISCUSSION
In previous chapters, we present the architecture and experiment results on our proposed
HiBi model. As a simple, unsupervised statistical model, HiBi has the benefit of being
interpretable and extensible. However, the experiments on English corpora has also revealed
several limitations of HiBi. In this chapter, we will discuss a few problems with the current
architecture and suggest several directions for future work.
6.1 LIMITATION OF THE MODEL
First of all, the entire HiBi is formulated under the bigram assumption, which is the small-
est possible unit to perform associative learning. While the hierarchical structure allows the
model to expand the effective window beyond 2 characters, it is still hard, if not impossi-
ble, to learn dependency across the longer sequence. For example, in the following sentence
segmentation:
“the |fu|lton| |count|y| |grand| |jury| |said| |friday| |an| |investigation| of |at|lant|a|’s|
|recent| |prim|ary| |elect|i|on| |produce|d| |“ no| |evidence| |”| |that| |any| |ir|regular|ities|
|took| |place| . ”
Using bigrams as the basis of language modeling could be problematic in this case, because
spaces are also treated as a valid token. As a result, no matter which word we come from,
once the model parses the space, all semantic information from the previous context is lost
as the parsing for the rest of the sentence depends on P (t | ‘ ’) only.
Another thing that limits the current model is how the learned tokens are represented.
Currently, all tokens are stored and represented in their surface form in the memory. Even
though we were able to mine some lexical relationships between the learned tokens, when
the model performs the chunking process, all of them were treated as independent units.
This has the same problem as using one-hot vectors in neural networks, and people have
been using a dense vector as word embeddings to mitigate the problem [36, 37, 38].
6.2 FUTURE DIRECTIONS
To overcome the problem of bigram assumption that we have in this model, which greatly
limits the amount of context it is able to capture, one of the possibilities is to allow for
a larger context window (e.g., by using trigrams) when doing segmentation. Indeed, since
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humans’ working memory could retain around 3 chunks of items [39], a slightly larger context
would be a reasonable step to go 1.
As for the latter problem about the representation of tokens, one approach to replacing the
surface structure is to introduce clustering, or classification of individual tokens, whenever a
new concept is formed. This is essentially equivalent to introducing the hidden states as in
the HMM models, with the difference that the number of clusters should not be predefined in
advance and should be able to grow and shrink from time to time. The transition probability
should be computed from cluster to cluster, with each cluster being a semantically related
set of tokens (e.g., synonyms). It would also support the spreading activation theory in
cognitive science, where semantically related ideas are stored interconnected in a network
[40].
It would also be interesting to compare HiBi with human subjects to see whether our
proposed model indeed matches how humans process information. To avoid introducing
biases, the experiment should be done with symbols unknown to human subjects. The same
sequence of symbols should be given to both groups, and we could have the human subject
group the symbols which they believe should go together.
Finally, the learned token representation could potentially be used in other downstream
tasks as a substitute for the word-level representation. For example, we could apply the
HiBi to segment each document into a sequence of tokens, perform text categorization at
the token level, and compare its performance with the traditional bag-of-words approach.
1Miller originally reported the working memory limit to be 7 ± 2 chunks, but this number was brought
down by further research.
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION
We introduce the HiBi model, which is a hierarchical bigram model design for learning
meaningful representations from unlabeled sequential data. We explain the motivation of
designing HiBi in Chapter 1 and describe the basis of our model, namely, the bigram language
model, in Chapter 2. A few related works are discussed in Chapter 3 as reference points for
our work. HiBi’s architecture is discussed in detail in Chapter 4, where we first illustrate
the overall idea at a high level, then visit each of the components and explain our choice of
design. In Chapter 5, we run our HiBi with a few real-world datasets to evaluate its ability
to extract meaningful tokens from raw corpora. We then discuss a few limitations of HiBi
and several possible ways to improve it as future directions in Chapter 6.
The HiBi model was originally inspired by Pavlov’s classical conditioning experiment, in
which dogs learn to pair conditioned stimulus with an unconditioned response after several
trials [41]. Even though the experiment was actually about a slightly different aspect of
learning, Pavlov’s experiment results, together with Hebb’s theory on synaptic plasticity
[26], still led us wondering whether humans learn to associate two tokens ta and tb if tb
always happen after ta.
Another theory that further affirms our postulation is the chunking theory for human
information processing [39]. It states that humans have limited working memory, which
can only retain around 2 or 3 bits of information. The reason we seem to be able to
remember much more is that our information processing system keeps breaking down inputs
into familiar “chunks,” so that each of them requires minimum effort to retain. A related
theory is about the use of pattern recognition as expertise, where, for example, chess players
can learn to recognize complex configurations of chess pieces as a single chunk and retrieve
relevant strategies based on it through years of training. Therefore, we believe that a human-
like cognitive model should have a similar capacity to perform chunking on the inputs based
on experience, which led us to build the HiBi model.
As a model inspired by human information processing theories, HiBi has shown to be able
to extract meaningful information from raw texts with no supervision. We sincerely hope
that our work could inspire more people to consider incorporating cognitive theories when
designing new architectures.
It is great to have a complex model that does the work, but isn’t it even better if there is
a simpler one that is as effective?
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